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We report new aspects of temporal dispersion in Fourier pulse shapers that contain spectral dispersers with a
nonlinear frequency to space mapping. These effects are particularly important in high-resolution operation,
since high-resolution dispersers typically exhibit pronounced nonlinear angular dispersion over relatively
small bandwidths. In this paper we present a general discussion of the new effects followed by quantitative
analysis and experimental verification for pulse shapers, which utilize a virtually imaged phased array (VIPA)
as the spectral disperser. Compared to the well-known 4-F configuration, our results demonstrate a substantial
modification to the placement of the optical components required to obtain zero temporal dispersion. Further-
more, spectral phase variations associated with nonzero dispersion coupled with contributions from multiple
diffraction orders are shown to give rise to a dramatic new spectral interference effect, which can be used to
monitor temporal dispersion purely in the spectral domain. We expect the effects we present in this paper to
become prominent even for more conventional diffraction-grating-based pulse shapers for bandwidths suffi-
ciently large that nonlinear spectral mapping becomes strong. © 2010 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 320.5540, 320.5520, 320.7085, 050.1950, 060.0060.
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. INTRODUCTION
emtosecond pulse shaping is a well-established tech-
ique that allows for synthesis of complex user-defined
ptical waveforms by parallel manipulation of the com-
lex optical spectrum [1]. In its conventional implementa-
ion, a spectral disperser (e.g., diffraction grating) is used,
hich spatially disperses different frequency components

hat are then focused onto a spatially encoded mask with
ser-defined amplitude and phase information. This can
e a programmable spatial light modulator or a fixed
ask made using lithographic techniques. This informa-

ion gets encoded onto the complex spectrum of the light
ource and on recombination leads to synthesis of user-
efined waveforms. An important attribute desirable from
he pulse-shaping apparatus is that there should be no
dditional amplitude or phase effects other than the ones
hat are user defined. Another way of looking at this is, in
he absence of a mask, the output and input fields should
e identical. Usually with a reasonable choice of compo-
ents, the spectral amplitude effects due to the apparatus
re minimal; however, it is more involved when it comes
o spectral phase effects. The origins of phase effects lie in
he well-known fact that whenever there is angular dis-
ersion of spectral components there is a possibility of
emporal dispersion, which in the frequency domain cor-
esponds to additional spectral phase of second order and
igher [2,3]. In pulse shapers, since there is spectral dis-
0740-3224/10/091833-12/$15.00 © 2
ersion and recombination before and after masking, re-
pectively, it becomes necessary to ensure that the appa-
atus does not introduce any additional temporal
ispersion of the input light. In such a configuration the
nput and output in the absence of masking will be iden-
ical, and this is called the zero dispersion configuration.

The most common spectral disperser used in pulse
haping is a diffraction grating, for which the zero disper-
ion configuration is well characterized and known as the
-F configuration [1]. In this configuration the lens is lo-
ated a distance one focal length (F) behind the diffraction
rating and a distance one focal length in front of the Fou-
ier plane where the mask is placed. In either of the two
ain schemes that exist for recombination [either (1) re-
ective geometry, where a mirror at the Fourier plane re-
ects the light back in the same path as the incident light,
r (2) transmission geometry, where a second identical
ens and grating pair is used after the Fourier plane],
ight travels a distance of 4F between its first and second
ncidence on a grating. The 4-F configuration provides a
ispersion-free configuration when using diffraction grat-
ngs over broad bandwidths and has been used exten-
ively.

Recently there has been significant research in pulse
haping utilizing other spectral dispersers with higher
pectral resolution than diffraction gratings such as ar-
ayed waveguide gratings (AWGs) [4] and virtually im-
010 Optical Society of America
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ged phased arrays (VIPAs) [5]. Note that there is an in-
erse relation between spectral domain and temporal
omain in pulse shaping: a broad bandwidth corresponds
o fine temporal features while high spectral resolution
orresponds to wide temporal windows. Hence a high
pectral resolution is advantageous in applications such
s optical communications and RF photonics, where the
emporal apertures involved are wide (e.g., nanosecond
ime scales). For other applications such as spectroscopy,
high spectral resolution is inherently desirable. One of

he main candidates as a high-resolution disperser has
een the VIPA [5], which is a side-entrance Fabry–Perot
talon device that achieves high-resolution spectral dis-
ersion by multiple beam interference (a schematic is
hown in Fig. 1 and will be discussed in more detail later).
IPAs have already been adopted for various applica-

ions, including dispersion and polarization mode disper-
ion compensation in lightwave systems [6–8], radio-
requency photonic waveform generation and filtering
9,10], and as components in high-resolution spectrom-
ters for spectroscopy [11,12]. These components have
lso been applied for the development of hybrid, two-
imensional pulse shapers, which combine the benefits of
oth VIPAs and gratings—VIPAs for high resolution and
ratings for broad bandwidth—to achieve very-high-
omplexity waveform synthesis and filtering operations
13–15]. A key advantage that VIPAs have over other dis-
ersers is the achievable spectral resolutions. VIPAs have
een shown to achieve sub-GHz resolutions while other
igh-resolution dispersers like the AWG are still an order
igher than that. This enhanced resolution is what makes
IPAs particularly appealing. Another advantage VIPAs
ave over AWGs for femtosecond pulse shaping in par-
icular is that, by the nature of AWGs originally being in-
ended as spectral demultiplexers for WDM systems, it
ntroduces spectral structure (reduced transmission at
he edges of each channel). This is unimportant for com-
unication applications, where each channel is indepen-

ent, but for femtosecond pulses, which have very wide
andwidths, each channel is related. The introduction of
pectral structure causes additional time-domain effects,
hich can be avoided with VIPA-based systems. An ad-
antage AWG-based systems might have over VIPA
hapers is that, owing to their integrated nature, they are
ore compact.
In order to use a VIPA or other high-resolution dis-

erser in a pulse-shaping apparatus, it becomes neces-
ary to understand the temporal dispersion characteris-
ics and look for the zero dispersion configuration. As we
how here, for a VIPA-based pulse shaper, the 4-F con-
guration does not have zero dispersion; significant modi-
cation to the placement of the lens is necessary to obtain
ero dispersion. A main factor contributing to this modi-

ig. 1. (Color online) Schematic showing spectral dispersion by
VIPA due to interference between multiple virtual sources.
ed temporal dispersion behavior is the pronounced non-
inearity in the frequency to space mapping by a VIPA
pectral disperser. This is in contrast to gratings which
ave much more linear mapping over substantial band-
idths. In the presence of this nonlinear mapping, addi-

ional effects need to be taken into consideration in ana-
yzing temporal dispersion. In this work we will describe
hese new temporal dispersion effects and then develop a
uantitative model for the temporal dispersion in a VIPA-
ased pulse shaper. We expect the effects that we present
n this paper to become prominent even for more conven-
ional diffraction-grating-based pulse shapers for band-
idths sufficiently large that nonlinear spectral mapping
ecomes strong.
New effects described in this paper for VIPA-based

ulse shapers include the following:

• The pulse shaper exhibits strong dispersion in the
-F configuration.
• The periodicity of this dispersion converts a single

nput pulse into a long sequence of pulses separated in
ime by the inverse of the VIPA free spectral range.

• In the frequency domain, this dispersion—coupled
ith contributions from multiple diffraction orders—

eads to the appearance of interference fringes in the
ower spectrum.
• Zero dispersion is obtained only with substantial

hange of the separation between spectral disperser and
ens.

• Furthermore, our results furnish insight that allows
or simultaneous minimization of dispersion and insertion
oss.

This paper is organized into the following sections. In
ection 2 we will describe some observations made with a
IPA-based pulse shaper that motivate the need for fur-

her understanding of dispersion. In Section 3, we will
ive a qualitative explanation of the new temporal disper-
ion aspects for a generic spectral disperser with a non-
inear frequency to space mapping. In Sections 4 and 5,
e respectively provide a rigorous quantitative descrip-

ion for VIPA-based pulse shapers and describe experi-
ents that confirm our analysis. In Section 5 we also dis-

uss how modulation introduced into the optical spectrum
hrough interference of multiple diffraction orders may be
sed as a simple means to sense and accurately monitor
emporal dispersion. In Section 6 we will comment on the
lose connection between the dispersion and loss behavior
f VIPA shapers and conclude.

. SOME OBSERVATIONS
igure 2 shows an experiment where a VIPA-based pulse
haper is aligned in a 4-F configuration without the appli-
ation of any mask. This is to get an idea of how much dis-
ersion is present in the 4-F configuration, which is the
ispersion-free configuration for a grating-based pulse
haper. Figure 2(a) shows the input pulse with a pulse
idth of �100 fs to the pulse shaper, and Fig. 2(b) shows
section of the input spectrum corresponding to one VIPA

ree spectral range (FSR), which in this case is 200 GHz
�1.6 nm at 1550 nm). The input pulse is a bandwidth-
imited pulse and the spectrum is flat. Since the VIPA is a
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abry–Perot etalon based device, the frequency response
s periodic at the FSR; in experiments for which the input
andwidth is greater than the FSR, the modifications in-
roduced by the VIPA are periodic at the FSR. Conse-
uently, plotting one FSR of spectral data is sufficient. At
he output (Fig. 2(c)) we see that the intensity cross-
orrelation corresponds to a pulse train under a wide tem-
oral envelope, significantly different compared to the in-
ut. This results from the large temporal dispersion
ntroduced by the pulse shaper. The reason why we ob-
erve a pulse burst instead of a single broadened pulse is
onnected to the use of a short input pulse with band-
idth much wider than the FSR of the spectral disperser.
o any modification to the complex spectrum repeats at
eriods of one FSR. If the pulse shaper introduces tempo-
al dispersion, which in the frequency domain is a spec-
ral phase variation, this phase variation is periodically
epeated. The net effect is a pulse train where the indi-
idual pulse widths remain similar to the input pulse du-
ation width, but where pulses repeat under a temporal
nvelope whose width is dependent on the amount of dis-
ersion introduced. We see from the width of the temporal
nvelope that at the 4-F configuration a �100 fs input
ulse is broadened to more than 100 ps, which is very far
ndeed from being dispersion free. Another interesting ob-
ervation is that the spectrum of Fig. 2(d) now exhibits
eep ripples. This ripple structure repeats periodically at
he VIPA FSR. Since temporal dispersion is purely a spec-
ral phase effect, such spectral-amplitude effects require
xplanation. As mentioned earlier, this amplitude modu-
ation arises due to interference between multiple diffrac-
ion orders of the VIPA in the presence of nonzero tempo-
al dispersion.

Some additional observations help provide insight into
ew factors contributing to temporal dispersion. Figure
(a) shows a schematic of a VIPA pulse shaper aligned in
he 4-F configuration. Three important alignment param-
ters, indicated by the arrow marks, are varied: (1) the
IPA-lens distance (by a few cm), (2) the transverse posi-

ion of the lens with respect to the VIPA (by a few mm),
nd (3) the tilt angle of the mirror (by a few tenths of a
egree). Figures 3(b)–3(g) show the output time-domain

ig. 2. (Color online) (A) input pulse, (B) input spectrum, (C)
utput pulse, (D) output spectrum. Note that spectra are plotted
nly over one free spectral range of the VIPA.
rofiles, measured via intensity cross-correlation, and the
orresponding output power spectra obtained when the
ransverse position of the lens was varied. Similar effects
ere observed with variation of VIPA-lens distance and
irror tilt angle. Some key points to note are these:

• Varying the VIPA to Fourier lens distance is ex-
ected to change dispersion, similar to the case with grat-
ngs. However, the variation of the transverse position of
he lens and the tilt of the return mirror do not affect the
emporal dispersion for a grating-based system. In the
ase of a VIPA-based shaper, these alignment aspects con-
ribute significantly to dispersion.

• The above observation contains the key ingredient
or understanding these new dispersion effects. As we will
nalyze later, varying the transverse position of the lens
r the mirror tilt introduces a linear spatial phase (wave-
ront tilt) in the optical system. The time-domain proper-
ies though are related to the spectral phase. In the case
f a linear spectral dispersion device (like a grating for
easonable bandwidths), a linear spatial phase causes a
inear spectral phase. However, when there is pronounced
onlinear spectral dispersion, a linear spatial phase leads
o higher-order spectral phase and hence dispersion. New

ig. 3. (Color online) (A) Schematic showing the different pa-
ameters varied (the lens-to-VIPA distance by a few centimeters,
he transverse position of the VIPA by a few millimeters, and the
irror tilt angle by a few tenths of a degree). (B, D, F) and (C, E,
) are respectively the time domain cross-correlations and the

orresponding spectra as the transverse position of the lens is
aried. Similar behavior is observed with the variation of any of
he three parameters. Spectra are plotted only over one free spec-
ral range of the VIPA.
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ispersion effects arise due to linear spatial phase (which
re ignored for grating systems) coupled with nonlinear
pectral dispersion.

• The temporal envelope width (which is a measure of
ispersion) has been observed to vary inversely with the
verage period of the spectral ripple. The spectral ripple
isappears when zero dispersion is achieved. The close
onnection between temporal dispersion and the spectral
ipple will become clear from our analysis.

. QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS
he corresponding parameter to temporal dispersion in
he frequency domain is spectral phase of order two and
igher [3]. A quantitative analysis of the amount of dis-
ersion introduced involves evaluating the amount of
pectral phase introduced by the pulse shaper, which in
urn depends on the nature of the spectral disperser used
nd the geometry of the optical configuration. However,
efore going into a detailed analysis, we introduce a sim-
ler method to visualize the presence of temporal disper-
ion in pulse shapers. Using this method we will discuss
ow the origin of dispersion in VIPA or other high-
esolution pulse shapers differs from that in grating-
ased shapers.
Figure 4(a) shows a schematic of a grating-based pulse

ig. 4. (Color online) Figure showing the origin of temporal dis-
ersion in grating and VIPA pulse shapers. (A) Temporal disper-
ion in a grating pulse shaper when not in 4-F configuration. (B)
ature of spectral dispersion by the VIPA due to interference be-

ween multiple virtual sources. (C) Location of the incident and
eflected virtual sources in the 4-F configuration indicating the
rigin of additional dispersion. (D) Configuration showing the
verlap between incident and reflected virtual sources—expected
ero dispersion condition for VIPA pulse shapers.
haper (shown in a transmission geometry for easy visu-
lization) aligned away from a zero dispersion configura-
ion. Here, let us assume that the incident beam size is
mall. After spectral dispersion by the grating, the lenses
rst image different frequency components at different
ositions on the Fourier plane and then recombine them.
owever, if the sum of the grating–lens distances differs

rom 2F (here shown for detuning of only the second
rating–lens pair), then before recombination different
requencies end up travelling different distances, which
orresponds to temporal dispersion. This, however, will
ot be the case if the sum of the grating–lens distances is
xactly equal to 2F (known as the 4-F configuration).

However, in the case of a VIPA, it is a different situa-
ion. Figure 4(b) shows the schematic of spectral disper-
ion by the VIPA. An air-spaced VIPA with a thickness t is
onsidered. An input Gaussian beam is coupled into the
IPA at an angle of �i through a nonreflecting window on

he front side. Usually, the front side of the VIPA has
100% reflectivity (except for the window) while the back

ide is partially reflecting (between 0.95–0.98). Multiple
eflections occur inside the VIPA etalon, due to the par-
ially reflecting nature of the back surface, at every reflec-
ion a fraction of the beam escapes as shown in the figure
see also Fig. 1). This phenomenon is best modeled by us-
ng virtual sources having Gaussian profiles to represent
he successive beams, having longitudinal and transverse
eparations between successive sources of

�z = 2t cos �i, �1�

�� = 2t sin �i. �2�

hese multiple virtual sources interfere to create the
pectral dispersion. In this situation, unlike the previous
ase with the grating, spectral dispersion seems to origi-
ate from a line rather than a point. So it is clear that a
-F configuration defined using the physical location of
he first virtual source (which is the point where the inci-
ent beam first exits from the back surface of the VIPA)
ill not be the zero dispersion configuration. Figure 4(c)

hows a schematic of a configuration of the VIPA shaper
n which the first virtual source is not only located at a
istance of F from the lens but is also moved below the
ptic axis—which as we will see later is necessary to
chieve low loss. Now the reflected set of sources imaged
wice through the lens is separated longitudinally from
he input virtual sources. Hence, similar to Fig. 4(a) there
s now additional propagation distance, from which we ex-
ect further temporal dispersion to arise. So the configu-
ation of Fig. 4(c) is not the zero dispersion configuration
or the VIPA shaper. From this discussion we can guess
hat for the zero dispersion configuration, the line defined
y the incident set of sources and the reflected set of
ources should overlap exactly. This situation is shown in
ig. 4(d). As indicated in the figure, let the first virtual
ource be at a transverse distance of L from the optic axis,
nd to generalize, let the mirror angle be taken as an ad-
itional parameter � . Also let the first virtual source be
m
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loser to the lens than F by distance d. To ensure overlap
etween incident and virtual sources, we obtain the con-
ition

L +
F

2
tan 2�m − d tan �i = 0. �3�

We will prove rigorously in the next section that this in-
eed is the zero dispersion configuration for a VIPA-based
ulse shaper. At this point we can also comment on the
ero dispersion configuration for a grating-based shaper
hen using beams that are not small. In this case too, dif-

raction happens from a line, and we expect that the over-
ap of the incident beam (on the grating surface) and the
eflected beam imaged twice by the lens would ensure
ero dispersion. It is easy to see that this condition is sat-
sfied when the focal point of the lens is on the diffracting
urface of the grating.

Let us now discuss the spectral manifestation of these
ffects. By the nature of the imaging operation, if the
rating–lens distance is not equal to the focal length of
he lens, then on the Fourier plane a quadratic spatial
hase is introduced [16] (i.e., in the Fresnel approxima-
ion, for incident light from a point source which is not at
from the lens, the wave front on the Fourier plane is not

at but has a quadratic shape). Since different frequency
omponents occupy different spatial positions on the Fou-
ier plane, a spatial phase will cause a spectral phase de-
endent on the frequency to space mapping. For the grat-
ng, over a reasonable bandwidth one may usually
pproximate the frequency to space mapping as linear, so
quadratic spatial phase becomes a quadratic spectral

hase. This is the origin of the temporal dispersion in
rating-based shapers. If the spatial quadratic phase is
ade zero, which occurs in the 4-F configuration, the

pectral quadratic phase and the temporal dispersion are
lso zero. The point to note here is that the spectral phase
epends on two things—the spatial phase and the
requency-to-space mapping.

In case of gratings and other spectral dispersers that
e approximate as linear, we don’t usually consider

ources of spatial linear phase, since that results only in
inear spectral phase, which in the time domain trans-
ates only to a pulse delay (which is usually irrelevant).
owever, in the case of high-resolution spectral dispers-

rs like the VIPA, there is pronounced nonlinearity in the
requency-to-space mapping (see Fig. 5 for an example
howing clear quadratic frequency to space dependence
or a VIPA (from [17]). In this situation even a linear spa-
ial phase becomes relevant. Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show
epresentative cartoons for the case of linear spectral dis-

ig. 5. (Color online) Spectral dispersion of a VIPA (from [17]).
ersers and nonlinear spectral dispersers in the presence
f linear spatial phase. The points represent equally
paced frequencies. In the case of linear spectral disper-
ion [Fig. 6(a)], the phase differences between equally
paced frequencies are constant, indicating absence of
igher-order phase terms. However, in case of nonlinear
pectral dispersion [Fig. 6(b)], we see that the phase dif-
erences are not constant, indicating the presence of
igher-order spectral phase. Practically, linear spatial
hase may arise due to a number of reasons. A common
eason is beam asymmetry with respect to the Fourier
ens, which may occur due to disperser specific reasons,
lignment constraints, or even misalignment. With re-
ard to a VIPA, in the normal mode of operation a beam
symmetry is required in order to achieve low loss, which
orces an unavoidable linear spatial phase. We will dis-
uss this further in the next section.

To understand the origin of the ripples in the spectral
omain, let us now consider simultaneous nonlinear spec-
ral dispersion, linear spatial phase, and multiple diffrac-
ion orders, as sketched in Fig. 7. The phase difference be-
ween the components of a given frequency in two
ifferent orders determines the amplitude of their coher-
nt sum. This phase difference now becomes frequency
ependent, leading to frequency dependent amplitude
ariations (spectral ripples). In the presence of a large
emporal dispersion, the phase difference between adja-
ent orders varies more rapidly with respect to frequency,
eading to more rapid spectral variations. This is in quali-
ative accord with the observed inverse relation between
pectral ripple period and temporal dispersion. A point we
ould like to stress here is that the origin of pulse broad-
ning in the time domain is the underlying spectral
hase. In the presence of multiple diffraction orders, this
lso introduces ripples into the spectrum. If all the dif-
raction orders except one are blocked, the spectral
ipples disappear but the dispersion in the time domain
emains.

ig. 6. (Color online) Schematic showing creation of higher-
rder spectral phases due to nonlinear sampling of spatial linear
hase, where different spots represent equally spaced frequen-
ies. (A) For linear spectral dispersers, the phase differences be-
ween equally spaced frequencies are constant. (B) For nonlinear
pectral dispersers, the phase differences between equally spaced
requencies are now frequency dependent (leading to quadratic
nd higher-order spectral phase).

ig. 7. (Color online) Spatial linear phase sampled nonlinearly
n presence of multiple diffraction orders.
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. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS FOR VIPA-
ASED PULSE SHAPERS

n this section we will calculate the new dispersion effects
iscussed qualitatively above for VIPA-based pulse
hapers and prove rigorously the zero dispersion condi-
ion we suggested in Section 3. The analysis in this sec-
ion is built on the framework introduced in [17] to ana-
yze the demultiplexing properties of the VIPA. Figure 8
hows a general configuration of a VIPA pulse shaper that
e will use in the analysis. We use � and z to represent

he transverse and longitudinal position coordinates in
he object plane and x to represent the transverse coordi-
ate in the Fourier plane.
In [17], the distance between the first virtual source to

he Fourier lens is taken as the focal length of the lens
F). As we will see later, for this case no quadratic spatial
hase is observed at the Fourier plane. However, as we
iscussed previously, having zero quadratic spatial phase
s not a sufficient condition to have zero temporal disper-
ion, since even a linear spatial phase can cause higher-
rder spectral phases. Here we will allow the VIPA–lens
istance (specifically, the distance between the lens and
he first virtual source) to differ from the focal length by
n amount d. For d�0, the distance between the first vir-
ual source and the lens is less than the focal length. We
lso allow the first virtual source to be offset from the op-
ic axis by L and the folding mirror to be tilted by an
ngle �m. The distance between the mirror and the Fou-
ier lens is maintained at F, since this ensures both mini-
um loss and best spectral resolution for pulse shaping.
Assuming that the power loss from the top end of the

talon is negligible, we can model the field on the Fourier
lane as a superposition of contributions from an infinite
umber of virtual sources whose profiles go as

En��� = �R�nE0 exp�−
�� − ��n + L�2

w0
2 � , �4�

here R is the effective reflection coefficient per bounce
nside the VIPA (around 0.95–0.98), ��n gives the shift in
he transverse position of the nth virtual source given by

��n = n*2t sin �i, �5�

nd w0 is the focused beam radius at the back surface of
he VIPA for the input beam. The field on the Fourier
lane can be written as [17]
Eout�x,k� � �
n=0

�

exp�− ik��zn − d��exp�ik
��zn − d�

2F2 x2�
��

−�

�

En���exp� ikx�

F �d�, �6�

here k=2� /	. �zn is the longitudinal position shift of
he nth virtual source given by

�zn = n*2t cos �i. �7�

ubstituting Eq. (4) in Eq. (6) and making the transfor-
ation ��=�+L, Eq. (6) can be written as

Eout�x,k� � exp�ikd�exp�− ikL

F
x�exp�− ikd

2F2 x2�
��

n=0

�

exp�− ik�zn�exp� ik�zn

2F2 x2�
��

−�

�

�R�nE0 exp�−
��� − ��n�2

w0
2 �

�exp� ikx��

F �d��. �8�

e would like to look at the above equation as being con-
tituted of two relevant terms. The expression inside the
ummation corresponds to the demultiplexing property of
he VIPA with the L=0, d=0 condition as discussed in
17]. However, the introduction of the new parameters
as introduced certain extra spatial phase terms—a lin-
ar phase term corresponding to L and, as expected, a
uadratic phase term corresponding to d. Now in order to
btain the introduced spectral phases we will go through
he following scheme. The demultiplexer part of the equa-
ion (included in the summation) gives us the wavelength
o space mapping in the Fourier plane; using this map-
ing we will evaluate the spectral phases arising from the
dditional spatial phases.
From using the simplification for the demultiplexer

art [17], we have the expression as

ig. 8. (Color online) General configuration of a VIPA pulse
haper in the reflection geometry.
Eout�x,k� � exp�ikd�exp�− ikL

F
x�exp�− ikd

2F2 x2�exp�− x2

w�2 ��
1

1 − R exp�− ik�2t cos �i − 2t sin �i

x

F
− t cos �i

x2

F2��	 , �9�
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here w� is an effective width of the intensity envelope
n the Fourier plane. This depends on the input beam size
nd the focal lengths of other lenses used in the system.
igure 9 shows a schematic of the spectral dispersion by
he VIPA. Each wavelength is dispersed into multiple or-
ers with the relative powers between orders decided by
he Gaussian term in Eq. (9), which gives a Gaussian in-
ensity envelope. More details on this can be obtained in
17].

From Eq. (9) we have the additional spatial phase
erms as

exp�− ikL
x

F�exp�− ikd
x2

2F2�. �10�

ere we have neglected the constant phase term, since it
oes not contribute to any observable phenomenon.
From the VIPA demultiplexer part, we see that the

quation for the VIPA demultiplexer, which gives us the
ositions for a given wavelength, becomes

k�2t cos �i − 2t sin �i

x

F
− t cos �i

x2

F2� = 2m� �11�

.e.,

2t cos �i − 2t sin �i

x

F
− t cos �i

x2

F2 = m	. �12�

is the wavelength and m is the order of diffraction. We
learly see the nonlinear relation connecting the position
nd wavelength. It is necessary here to comment on how
he diffraction order m is obtained. As shown in Fig. 9, we
ee that the nature of spectral dispersion by the VIPA
auses the intensity profile on the Fourier plane to be a
aussian centered around x=0. So, for a given frequency

he diffraction order that disperses it nearest x=0 will
ave the most intensity. For a given wavelength 	, we
ave from Eq. (12) that the diffraction order given by m

2t cos �i /	� ({ } representing closest integer) causes it to
isperse around x=0 (obtained by substituting x=0 in the
quation) and hence has the highest intensity. Given a
avelength, we will refer to the order that has the high-
st intensity as the main order. Let us also denote the
enter wavelength of each order as 	m=2t cos �i /m (which
ould fall on x=0). A center wavelength which is an FSR

ig. 9. (Color online) Schematic representation of spectral dis-
ersion by the VIPA. Light is spectrally dispersed into multiple
rders under a Gaussian intensity envelope.
igher or lower (i.e., 	m±1=	m±�	, where �	 is the FSR)
ill also correspond to x=0; the main order in this case
ill be m±1, and so on.
Since a linear spatial phase term also leads to higher-

rder spectral phases, an obvious point would be: why
on’t we just work at L=0 and set d=0 to avoid any qua-
ratic terms? To explain why we need L�0, we have pic-
orially represented the three possible cases in Fig. 10.
or the power to couple back into the VIPA, it is necessary

o have overlap between the VIPA and the reflected vir-
ual sources. The optical system inverts the transverse
ositions of the sources; consequently, overlap is only pos-
ible when L�0. Figures 10(a) and 10(b) show the cases
or L=0 and L
0, for which we see no overlap. For L

0, shown in Fig. 10(c), we do get overlap. Depending on
arameters such as the input angle and the VIPA design,
here is an optimal L, which gives maximum overlap.
hough we discussed this using a reflective configuration,

his argument is equally valid for a transmissive geom-
try (with a second lens and VIPA). In either VIPA pulse-
haper configuration, the first virtual source on the out-
ut side cannot be at the same position as the first virtual
ource on the input side, which means a linear spatial
hase is always present. However, the coefficients of the
hase depend on the specific experimental setup.
Equation (9), which gives the spatial phases, is still in-

omplete. We need to incorporate two more factors: (1) a
ulse shaper is a dual-pass system, and by reciprocity the
agnitudes of the phases need to be doubled. (2) In Eq.

9) only the parameters L and d are present, and we still
aven’t incorporated the mirror angle �m. To do this let us

ook at the physical effect of a mirror with a small tilt.
hat the mirror does is tilt the wavefront by an angle

wice the mirror angle causing an additional linear spa-
ial phase given by

exp�− ik tan 2�mx�. �13�

ence �m has a similar effect as L. This can also be looked
t as effectively causing a transverse offset of the re-
ected virtual sources by an amount F tan 2�m. In this

ig. 10. (Color online) Figure showing overlap conditions be-
ween input and reflected sources for varying L. (A) L=0, no
verlap. (B) L
0, no overlap. (C) L�0, overlap.
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ase we don’t need to multiply by two since it is only in
he return path. A way of visualizing this is, for L�0 and
m=0, the distance between the incident and reflected
rst virtual source is 2L, but for L=0, �m�0 it will only
e F tan 2�m and not twice that. A rigorous derivation of
his can be obtained by looking at the expressions for the
avefronts, but the essential idea is as we described
bove. Including these effects, the expression for the spa-
ial phase becomes

exp�− ik�2L + F tan 2�m�
x

F�exp�− ikd
x2

F2�. �14�

o obtain the expressions for spectral phases, first let us
olve for x from Eq. (12) in terms of 	 and then substitute
he result into Eq. (14). The solution for Eq. (12) is

x

F
=

− sin �i + sin �i�1 −
m�	 − 	m�cos �i

t sin2 �i

cos �i
, �15�

here 	m=2t cos �i /m is the center wavelength for order
and we have chosen the solution closer to x=0, which

s we discussed before is the relevant solution due to the
ntensity envelope. For a given order m, the maximum ex-
ursion for the term �	−	m� is �	 /2 where �	 is the FSR.
o we have

m�	 − 	m�cos �i

t sin2 �i



m�	 cos �i

2t sin2 �i
�

	 cos �i

2t sin2 �i
, �16�

here we have used m�2t cos �i /	. For the space of oper-
ting parameters in our experiment, which is �i�4° and
=0.75 mm, we have

m�	 − 	m�cos �i

t sin2 �i



	 cos �i

2t sin2 �i
� 0.2. �17�

ince this is reasonably smaller than one in our case and
n general for a significant range of operating parameters,
e will expand the expression inside the square root sign
sing the binomial expansion rule �1−�=1−� /2−�2 /8
�3 /16−5�4 /128. . .. [18] up to the fourth-order term. This
ives us

x

F
� −

1

2t sin �i
m�	 − 	m� −

cos �i

8t2 sin3 �i
m2�	 − 	m�2

−
cos2 �i

16t3 sin5 �i
m3�	 − 	m�3 −

5 cos3 �i

128t4 sin7 �i
m4�	 − 	m�4.

�18�

sing this expression in the expression for the spatial
hases [Eq. (14)], we group the spectral phases according
o different powers of �	−	m� as follows:

Linear phase—

exp�ik

�L +
F

2
tan 2�m�

t sin �i
m�	 − 	m�	 �19�

Quadratic phase—
exp�ik

�L +
F

2
tan 2�m − d tan �i�cos �i

4t2 sin3 �i
m2�	 − 	m�2	

�20�

Cubic phase—

exp�ik

�L +
F

2
tan 2�m − d tan �i�cos2 �i

8t3 sin5 �i
m3�	 − 	m�3	

�21�

Biquadratic phase—

exp�ik

�L +
F

2
tan 2�m − d tan �i�5 cos3 �i

64t4 sin7 �i
m4�	 − 	m�4	

�22�

A point to note here is that the presence of ‘k=2� /	’ in
he above expression also contributes higher-order terms
wing to the ‘1/	’ dependency. However, it can be easily
hown that the higher-order terms due to this are signifi-
antly smaller than the higher-order terms in the spectral
hase given above; hence we will neglect this contribution
nd use the expressions given above.
We are not interested in the linear spectral phase, since

hat is just a pulse delay in the time domain, but second-
nd higher-order spectral phases affect the temporal en-
elope of the pulse. Along with second-order spectral
hase, we also have higher-order spectral phases which
ause pulse distortion. We notice that Eqs. (20)–(22),
hich give the expressions for the quadratic, cubic, and
iquadratic phases, all contain the common coefficient L
F /2 tan 2�m−d tan �i. In fact, we will now show that this
oefficient is in every term of degree�1. From Eq. (15) we
ave x /F in the functional form—

x

F
= tan �i��1 − � − 1� �23�

here �=m�	−	m�cos �i / t sin2 �i. Substituting this in the
quation for the spatial phases [Eq. (14)], we have the ex-
ression for spectral phases as

exp�− i2k tan �i�L + F/2 tan 2�m − d tan �i���1 − � − 1��

exp�ikd tan2 �i��. �24�

t is clear from the above the expression that when the ex-
ression is expanded in a power series in terms of �,
hich is a constant multiple of �	−	m�, for all orders of
�1, the coefficient will contain the term L
F /2 tan 2�m−d tan �i. If we can adjust the parameters of

he experiment to make this term zero, then all second-
nd higher-order phases will go to zero. This will provide
s a configuration with no dispersion or pulse distortion
nd will be the true zero dispersion condition for a VIPA-
ased pulse shaper. So we have proved the zero dispersion
ondition that we discussed in Section 3. Stating again,
e have zero dispersion condition
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L +
F

2
tan 2�m − d tan �i = 0. �3��

It is interesting to look at the physical interpretation of
he zero dispersion condition, now in the spectral phase
erspective. By nature of the VIPA-based pulse shaper
onfiguration, a linear spatial phase is unavoidable and
ence the nonlinear sampling of this linear phase will
orce higher-order spectral phase terms. However, the dis-
ance between the VIPA lens and the Fourier lens, which
ntroduces a quadratic spatial phase, upon nonlinear
ampling, will also introduce second- and higher-order
pectral phases. So what we are doing here is changing
he VIPA-lens distance to create phases that are of oppo-
ite sign of those arising due to the spatial linear phase.
hen the phases arising from these two different mecha-

isms are equal and opposite, net zero dispersion configu-
ation is achieved.

The constants in Eq. (3) give us an idea of the impor-
ance of individual parameters. Since the input angle to
he VIPA is usually small �
5° �, and the focal length of
he Fourier lens is tens of centimeters, we see that the
emporal dispersion is much more sensitive to L and �m
han it is to d. As an example, for a VIPA with a 200 GHz
SR, an input angle of 4 °, and a reflectivity of 98% with
m=0, the value of L to obtain minimum loss is �2.6 mm
19]. To compensate the temporal dispersion that results,
he distance the lens has to be moved from the 4-F con-
guration is �3.7 cm. In our experiments this is �10% of
he 40 cm focal length of the lens.

. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION AND
PECTRAL MONITORING OF TEMPORAL
ISPERSION

n the previous section we modeled the dispersion behav-
or in VIPA-based pulse shapers and provided expressions
or the spectral phases. In this section we will describe
ome experimental results that verify our model. In par-
icular, we measure the temporal dispersion introduced as
elevant experimental parameters are varied and com-
are the results with the theoretical predictions. Disper-
ion can be measured in various ways either directly us-
ng pulse measurement techniques like FROG [20] or
ndirectly by looking at intensity cross-correlations of the
utput with a short reference pulse. The latter is a com-
on methodology used for pulse shapers owing to com-

arative simplicity of the apparatus and the known na-
ure of the input pulse. However, here we will adopt a new
pproach in which we obtain the temporal dispersion
hrough the spectral interference between different dif-
raction orders. Utilizing this approach has two key
enefits—it is very easy to implement, and it provides a
eal-time diagnostic of the dispersion properties, which is
onvenient for tuning the pulse shaper to the zero disper-
ion configuration.

Let us first quantitatively describe the spectral inter-
erence effect. Let �m�	� and �m+1�	� be the spectral phase
or a wavelength 	 for two adjacent diffraction orders m
nd m+1. Since the intensity distribution at the Fourier
lane follows a Gaussian envelope (Fig. 9), interference
ffects will largely be limited to two adjacent diffraction
rders dispersed around x=0. This justifies in modeling
ith only two orders. The output power at wavelength 	
ow depends on the coherent sum of contributions from
wo orders, which depends on their phase difference. If
he phase difference is a function of 	, then as the wave-
ength changes the interference condition may change
rom constructive to destructive, causing spectral ampli-
ude ripples. First taking into consideration only the lin-
ar spectral phase [Eq. (19)] we have

�m+1
linear�	� − �m

linear�	� =
2�

	

�L +
F

2
tan 2�m�

2t sin �i
�m + 1�	

− 2t cos �i − m	 + 2t cos �i�,

�25�

�m+1
linear�	� − �m

linear�	� = 2�

�L +
F

2
tan 2�m�

2t sin �i
. �26�

In the simplification we have used �m+1�	m+1=m	m
2t cos �i based on the definition of m as discussed before.
e see that the phase difference is independent of 	 and

ence does not contribute to spectral ripples. However, if
e take the quadratic spectral phase [Eq. (20)], we have

�m+1
quadratic�	� − �m

quadratic�	�

=
2�

	

�L +
F

2
tan 2�m − d tan �i�cos �i

4t2 sin3 �i
��m + 1�	

− 2t cos �i�2 − �m	 − 2t cos �i�2�, �27�

⇒�m+1
quadratic�	� − �m

quadratic�	�

= 2�

�L +
F

2
tan 2�m − d tan �i�cos �i

4t2 sin3 �i
�2m + 1�	

− �4t cos �i��, �28�

here we have again used the fact that �m+1�	m+1
m	m=2t cos �i. We see that the phase difference be-

ween adjacent orders is linearly related to 	, so as 	
hanges the coherent sum is expected to change. Since for
he case of quadratic spectral phase, the phase difference
s linearly proportional to 	, the leading interference term
etween adjacent orders corresponds to a sinusoidal spec-
ral ripple with a constant period. If we define the period
s P, then

�m+1�	 + P� − �m�	 + P�� − �m+1�	� − �m�	�� = 2�.

�29�

Substituting this in Eq. (28) and again making use of
=2t cos � /	 , we have
i m
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2�

�L +
F

2
tan 2�m − d tan �i�cos �i

4t2 sin3 �i
�2m + 1�P� = 2�.

�30�

With the approximation 2m�1, the expression for the
onstant ripple period is

P �
	mt sin3 �i

�L +
F

2
tan 2�m − d tan �i�cos2 �i

. �31�

Similarly, looking at higher-order spectral phases will
how phase differences which vary with wavelength at
ower 2 and higher. However, the magnitudes of phase
ontributions progressively reduce as we go to higher
owers of wavelength. Hence we can visualize the spec-
ral ripple formation as a constant period function due to
he second-order phase with the period modified to some
xtent by the higher-order spectral phases [see, for ex-
mple, Fig. 2(d)]. In a regime where we are close to zero
ispersion, the second-order term will dominate, and we
xpect reasonably constant period ripples. We will use
his regime for the experimental verification of our model.
lthough we are not directly verifying the coefficients of

hird- and higher-order spectral phases, we are directly
erifying the most important equation—the zero disper-
ion condition essential for the operation of the pulse
haper. For configurations far away from zero dispersion
here higher-order phases are important, the fact re-
ains that fewer spectral ripples imply lower dispersion

nd can be used as a guide to approach the zero disper-
ion setting.

In the zero dispersion condition [Eq. (3)], we have three
ifferent parameters, namely, L, �m, and d, which if un-
alanced contribute to temporal dispersion. Since mea-
uring each individual parameter in absolute terms is dif-
cult, for the experiment we adopted the following
cheme. First, a zero dispersion condition was achieved by
djusting different parameters simultaneously with guid-
nce from Eq. (3). Zero dispersion was verified both by
chieving a flat featureless spectrum and by measuring
he intensity cross-correlation to show that the output
as a short bandwidth limited pulse. Then each of the pa-

ameters L, �m, and d were individually varied by known
uantities while the other two were fixed, and the average
pectral ripple period as obtained through optical spec-
rum analyzer measurements was recorded. The experi-
ental results were compared to the prediction of our

heory [Eq. (31)].
For a change in transverse length of �L from the zero

ispersion condition, from Eq. (31) we have the period of
ipple as

P �
	mt sin3 �i

cos2 �i

1

�L
. �32�

Similarly, a change in the mirror angle by ��m or a
hange in the VIPA–lens distance by �d from the zero dis-
ersion condition gives the expressions for the ripple pe-
iod as
P �
	mt sin3 �i

cos2 �i

1

F

2
��tan 2�m�

�
	mt sin3 �i

cos2 �i

1

F��m
, �33�

P �
	mt sin2 �i

cos �i

1

�d
. �34�

In Eq. (33), we have made use of the fact that the mir-
or tilt in our experiments is so small �
0.5 ° � that we
an approximate tan 2�m=2�m. Figure 11 shows the cal-
ulated and the experimentally observed ripple periods as
ach parameter is varied. We see an excellent agreement
etween the two. In these experiments an air-filled VIPA
ith a design wavelength of 1550 nm and a FSR of
00 GHz were used. The input angle to the VIPA was 4°,
nd the focal length of the Fourier lens used was 40 cm.
n these plots we have adjusted the alignment param-
ters over ranges that cause the observed ripple periods
o vary over approximately the same range. We see that a
hange in d of 2.2 cm will have roughly the same effect as
hanging L by 1.5 mm or changing the mirror angle by

ig. 11. (Color online) Calculated and experimentally observed
ipple periods for (A) variation in L. (B) Variation in �m. (C)
ariation in d.
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.21°. This highlights the importance of precisely tuning
he L and ��m parameters.

In pulse shapers, as mentioned previously, the amount
f temporal dispersion present is usually determined by
irectly measuring the spectral phase or by taking cross-
orrelations with a bandwidth-limited reference signal. To
chieve zero dispersion, this process may be performed re-
etitively while changing the alignment parameters.
owever, this is a time-consuming procedure, especially

or VIPAs, which have increased alignment degrees of
reedom compared to gratings. Alternately, when a spatial
ight modulator is placed at the Fourier plane, the spatial
ight modulator may be programmed to compensate the
ispersion. However, for large dispersion this wastes the
hase dynamic range available. In contrast, the spectral
ipples discussed above make possible a very convenient
ethod to monitor the temporal dispersion directly in the

requency domain. By monitoring the period of output
pectral ripples on an optical spectrum analyzer working
n sweep mode with sufficient resolution (sufficiently
maller than the FSR of the VIPA), the temporal disper-
ion can be quickly calculated. Any time-dependent varia-
ions in dispersion would give rise to changes in the ripple
eriod, allowing measurement with fast update limited
nly by the sweep time of the optical spectrum analyzer.
lso, obtaining zero dispersion becomes more convenient
ince the monitoring can be done purely in the spectral
omain by looking for a flat output spectrum.
Figures 12(a)–12(e) show the variation of a one-FSR

ection of the spectrum as the transverse position (L) of
he lens with respect to the VIPA is varied moving to-

ig. 12. (Color online) (A)–(E) Observed spectrum of one VIPA
ree spectral range as the transverse position (L) of the lens is
djusted (while VIPA lens distance (d) and mirror angle ��m� are
aintained fixed). L is adjusted to move monotonically towards

ero dispersion. (F) Cross-correlation signal showing time-
omain output of the VIPA pulse shaper at zero dispersion.
ards zero dispersion. These experiments were per-
ormed using a 2D VIPA–grating hybrid pulse shaper
13], which has a behavior similar to a VIPA-only shaper
t these bandwidths. The input angle to the VIPA was
4°. We see that the ripple period continuously increases

ripple frequency continuously decreases) and at zero
emporal dispersion the spectrum is flat [Fig. 12(e)]. At
his configuration the cross-correlation was also obtained
Fig. 12(f)], and a bandwidth-limited output pulse is ob-
erved indicating the absence of temporal dispersion.
ere we would like to contrast the results of Figs. 12(e)
nd 12(f) with that seen in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) , where in
he presence of dispersion a long pulse train was observed
n the time domain and strong amplitude ripples were ob-
erved in the spectral domain. The relationship between
emporal dispersion and spectral amplitude ripples is not
imited to VIPAs but applies to any spectral disperser
hat shows diffraction into multiple orders and has a sig-
ificant nonlinear frequency to space mapping.
A point we would like to stress is that temporal disper-

ion is a spectral phase effect which, in presence of mul-
iple orders, creates spectral amplitude effects. In many
ituations it may be convenient to use only one order and
o block all the others. In this case the spectral amplitude
anifestation of dispersion will disappear but temporal

roadening due to the dispersion will remain.
Before we end this section, we comment on the shape of

he spectral ripples. Two main factors affect this—the
elative intensities of the two interfering orders and the
ontributions from higher-order phases. An exact solution
s difficult to obtain and also is not very useful. However,
t is useful to understand the effects qualitatively. We
ave already discussed the effect of higher-order phases
s modifying the ripple periods. The wavelength-
ependent distribution of intensity between orders does
ot affect the period of the ripples but affects the fringe
ontrast. At wavelengths for which most of the power is in
single order (at the center of the FSR), the ripple con-

rast is very low, while at the edges of each FSR where
wo adjacent orders have equal powers, the ripple con-
rast is maximum. This effect can be clearly seen in Fig.
(d).

. RELATION BETWEEN LOSS AND
ISPERSION FOR VIPA PULSE SHAPERS
s we discussed previously with the help of Fig. 10, the

oss of VIPA-based pulse shapers depends on the overlap
etween the propagating beam and the returning beam.
or a given VIPA, this overlap can be represented as a

unction of the distance between the first virtual source in
he propagating beam and the position of the first virtual
ource in the returning beam [19]. The optimal value for
his parameter will depend on other parameters such as
he physical dimensions of the VIPA and the reflection co-
fficient per bounce inside the VIPA, but for a given setup
hen all these other parameters are fixed, the distance
arameter is sufficient to evaluate the overlap.
For the general reflective VIPA shaper configuration as

hown in Fig. 10, the distance between the first virtual
ource in the forward beam and in the returning beam
an be written as 2�L+F /2 tan 2� �. This quantity has to
m
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e greater than zero to assure some overlap and ideally
hould be the optimal value for the VIPA being used.
hen we compare this with Eq. (3), which characterizes

he zero dispersion condition, we see that the first two
erms are the same. This indicates the close connection
etween the loss and the zero dispersion condition for
IPA pulse shapers. For any d�0, the values for L and

m can be chosen appropriately to obtain zero dispersion,
ut this may take us away from the minimum loss condi-
ion. So an algorithmic approach is necessary to achieve
ow loss and zero dispersion for the shaper at the same
ime. First, suitable values for the parameters L and �m
eed to be selected to achieve maximum overlap and
ence minimum loss. Then using these values the value of
should be selected to achieve zero dispersion. This will

nsure that the low loss and zero dispersion conditions
an be achieved simultaneously.

Another point to notice is that, when d0 (i.e., the
IPA–lens distance is greater than the focal length), to
chieve zero dispersion we would require L+F /2 tan 2�m
0, which would lead to zero overlap and hence infinite

oss. This implies that a VIPA shaper does not have zero
ispersion configuration for d0, and as a corollary the
-F configuration for a VIPA shaper cannot be dispersion
ree.

. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
n summary, we have demonstrated new aspects of tem-
oral dispersion applicable to pulse shapers that use spec-
ral dispersers with a nonlinear frequency to space map-
ing. For the case of VIPA-based pulse shapers, we
rovided a rigorous quantitative description followed by
xperimental verification. Our results reveal that such
ulse shapers exhibit strong temporal dispersion in the
-F configuration, which is normally considered to be dis-
ersion free. Zero dispersion may still be obtained, but
nly with substantial change of the spectral disperser–
ens separation. We also showed a close connection be-
ween the loss and the dispersion of VIPA pulse shapers;
nderstanding this connection facilitates achieving a
ulse shaper configuration that simultaneously has low
oss and zero dispersion. Finally, we demonstrated that
emporal dispersion—coupled with contributions from
ultiple diffraction orders—can lead to strong interfer-

nce fringes in the power spectrum, an effect which can be
sed for convenient monitoring of the dispersion of the
etup.

These effects should not be limited to VIPA-based pulse
hapers. For example, we expect some of these effects to
ecome significant for grating-based configurations when
he optical bandwidth becomes large (e.g., few cycle
ulses), such that the nonlinear spectral dispersion of the
rating becomes more pronounced and multiple diffrac-
ion orders from the grating begin to fall within the spec-
rum.
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